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Speech Enhancement of Noisy and Reverberant Speech for Text-to-Speech

Cassia Valentini-Botinhao, Junichi Yamagishi, Senior Member, IEEE,

Abstract—Text-to-speech voices created from noisy and reverberant recordings are of lower quality. A simple way to improve this is to increase the quality of the recordings prior to text-to-speech training with speech enhancement methods such as noise suppression and dereverberation. In this paper we opted for this approach and to perform the enhancement we used a recurrent neural network. The network is trained with parallel data of clean and lower quality recordings of speech. The lower quality data was artificially created by adding recordings of environmental noise to studio quality recordings of speech and by convolving room impulse responses with these clean recordings. We trained separate networks with noise only, reverberation only and both reverberation and additive noise data. The quality of voices trained with lower quality data that has been enhanced using these networks was significantly higher in all cases. For the noise only case, the enhanced synthetic voice ranked as high as the voice trained with clean data. For the most realistic and challenging scenario, when both noise and reverberation were present, the improvements were more modest, but still significant.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although considerable progress has been made in the text-to-speech area, particularly in statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS), there is still little effort being put towards improving synthetic voices trained with lower quality recordings of speech. Most research projects and commercial systems are based on carefully recorded databases that contain very low levels of noise and reverberation. Although this is the case in many applications, there are some applications where other kinds of speech material is of a great interest. For instance, the generation of personalised voices [1] tend to rely on recordings from the end user over which we have limited control. Beyond the application driven scenario, improving quality of voices trained with lower quality data can potentially increase the amount of training material that can be used to create synthetic voices, particularly given the wealth of freely available speech data. The significant quality drop observed when the training data is noisy [2] or reverberant [3] can be compensated in a few different ways. Adaptation techniques have been shown to help but only to a certain extent [2]. Another way to improve quality is to discard data that is considered to be too distorted [2]. That becomes a bad strategy when there is not enough data, when distortion levels are too high or both. Alternatively, speech enhancement can be used to ‘clean’ the training data. In this paper we refer to speech enhancement as the process of removing additive noise, often called noise suppression, as well as removing the effects of the room acoustics, i.e. dereverberation.

There are a great variety of noise suppression methods in the speech enhancement literature. Methods that are based on statistical models have been shown to produce higher quality speech than methods such as spectral subtraction. Wiener filter and subspace-based ones [4]. An alternative methodology whose popularity is growing is to use neural networks to map acoustic parameters extracted from noisy speech to parameters describing the underlying clean data [5]–[9]. It is hard to compare results across studies as the choice of evaluation metrics is inconsistent, and highly application specific. Often no subjective evaluation is performed or results are shown in terms of automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance. We mention here a selection of neural network based noise suppression studies that illustrate some of the challenges and techniques used in this area. In the work described in [6] authors train a feed-forward neural network with noise-aware training and global variance estimation using more than 100 different noise conditions [10], both techniques seem to improve results. Authors in [7] investigated the use of additional input features derived from the underlying spoken text and found that spectral distortion decreases when text-based features are included. In these studies around eleven frames (at least 220 ms) of acoustic features are used as the network input. Alternatively, authors in [8], [9], use only one acoustic frame as the input to a recurrent neural network (RNN) composed of long short-term memory (LSTM) units. They reported improvements with regards to ASR performance.

Dereverberation algorithms, i.e. methods that aim to remove reverberation from recordings, are a separate category of speech enhancement. Reverberation, unlike additive noise, is a non-linear distortion, and potentially harder to remove. Dereverberation can be achieved via inverse filtering in the frequency domain, room impulse response (RIR) modelling in the time domain and non-linear mapping using artificial neural networks [11]. In the subjective evaluation of the REVERB Challenge 2016 [11] it was found that many systems significantly decreased the amount of reverberation perceived by listeners but only one system [12] improved subjective quality when compared to the unprocessed reverberated signal. This system used a RIR-modeling dereverberation method [13] based on the hypothesis that a RIR can be represented as a Gaussian stationary noise signal multiplied by an exponential decay. Non-linear mapping methods using neural networks achieved reasonably good performance in subjective quality and subjective reverberation scores [14] as well as in ASR.
performance [15]. While the authors in [14] used a feedforward network with 15 frames of log spectrum as the input, the authors in [15] used a network containing bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) layers to map one frame of reverberant to one frame of clean log Mel spectrum, which the authors reported improved the results.

In a real scenario, however, speech recordings are contaminated with background noise and reverberation at the same time. There have been some studies that have attempted to remove both noise and reverberation from the speech signal, either by performing noise suppression and dereverberation sequentially or proposing an integrated approach [16]–[21]. More recently, authors in [21] made use of a feed-forward neural network with 11 frames input and one frame output to perform both denoising and reverberation. The authors reported their method obtained higher objective quality scores than an approach based on the ideal binary mask, but for unseen noises no baseline was used.

Much of the applied literature on speech enhancement is concerned about the effect that enhancement has on ASR performance. There have thus been comparatively few studies on the effect that noise and speech enhancement have on text-to-speech. Unlike in ASR and speech enhancement, the acoustic model used for SPSS is trained with acoustic parameters that describe not only the vocal tract but also the excitation signal. Authors in [2] found that extraction of band aperiodicities and fundamental frequency from noisy speech signals using STRAIGHT [22] generated less errors than that of cepstral coefficients. They asked listeners to choose between an HMM-based synthetic voice trained using clean speech and one trained with noisy speech (noise is added to the clean data) and they found a significant preference for the voice that used clean data. An interesting finding was that when the noise signal is continuous (babble noise), having more noisy adaptation data does not substantially increase objective quality. The best alternative seems to either use less but clean data or pre-enhance the signal before adaptation. The authors have evaluated using a non-negative matrix factorization noise suppression method but found no significant difference on listeners naturalness scores compared to voices trained with speech corrupted by babble noise. Recently we proposed the use of an RNN to directly enhance vocoder parameters extracted from noisy speech for the purpose of text-to-speech training [23]. We found that synthetic voices trained with enhanced acoustic features were rated significantly better, in terms of subjective quality, than voices trained with speech corrupted by a range of noise conditions. We also found that using text-derived features as additional input of the enhancement network was not always beneficial most likely due to alignment errors using noisy data. In that experiment we enhanced the vocoder parameters directly, including the F0 stream. Traditionally, speech enhancement methods, however, tend to operate either on the magnitude spectrum or a parametrisation of it [24]. To reconstruct the waveform, phase is derived directly from the Fourier transform of the noisy signal or estimated from it. The F0 information is therefore not enhanced directly. In a follow-up experiment [25] we compared using an RNN to enhance the TTS-style vocoder domain as in [23] and on the magnitude spectrum instead. To simplify the comparison no additional text-derived features were used. We found that the method operating on the magnitude spectrum obtained higher quality scores and comparable to those obtained by voices trained with clean speech.

In this article we revise parts of the work reported in [25]: the construction of a noisy version of an existing database that was purposely created for training TTS voices and the evaluation of RNN-based enhancement models on this data. Here we extend the analysis of these results showing the performance of these models with different test conditions, when noise type and level match or do not match the training data. Beyond the study presented in [25], in this article we introduce another two freely available datasets: one corrupted by reverberation and one with speech corrupted by both additive noise and reverberation. To apply similar enhancement techniques to this more challenging data we adopt an existing technique for phase estimation and present this new framework as well as objective and subjective results on this new data. In contrast with the work presented in [2] we adopt a DNN-based enhancement technique, more specifically a recursive neural network. We trained and tested this model with higher quality speech data (48kHz sampling rate) corrupted by a wider variety of noise types and levels as well as reverberation.

In Section II we present the proposed speech enhancement TTS framework. In Section III we describe the data that we created for training the speech enhancement and the TTS models. Sections IV and V present details of how we trained these models respectively, followed by Sections V-B and VII where we present objective results for the enhanced natural speech, and subjective results for both the enhanced natural speech and the synthetic speech (text-to-speech). Discussions and conclusions follow.
II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the TTS training framework adopted in this work. In this framework speech enhancement takes place prior to acoustic model training, acting like a pre-processing stage. The speech enhancement is done at a frame level and on parameters extracted from the magnitude spectrum. The magnitude spectrum is derived from the complex short-term Fourier transform (STFT). From the N length magnitude spectrum we extract M Mel cepstral coefficients, where $M < N$ via truncation. We refer to these coefficients as MCEP-DFT. An RNN is used to generate enhanced MCEP-DFT from the distorted ones. The generated coefficients are then converted to magnitude spectrum via a warped discrete cosine transform. The enhanced magnitude spectrum and the phase spectrum obtained from the input waveform are combined and used to reconstruct discrete Fourier transform from distorted speech data. In this work the distortion can be additive noise, reverberation (via convolution with a room impulse response) or both.

III. DATABASE

A. Clean speech

We selected 56 voices - 28 male and 28 female - from the VCTK corpus\(^1\). All voices are of native English speakers but of different accents (Scotland and United States mostly). The database provides around 400 sentences of each speaker (speech recordings and orthographic transcription is available). The recordings are sampled at 48 kHz. For testing purposes, we selected two other speakers, identified as p232 (male) and p257 (female), both from England. The sentence level waveforms were trimmed at the beginning and the end in order to remove silence segments longer than 200 ms.

B. Additive noise

The noise recordings used for training or testing are derived from the multichannel Demand database [26], more specifically from the first channel of the 48 kHz versions of the noise recordings. We added noise to the clean speech using the ITU-T P.56 standard [27] for calculating the active speech level, using the code provided in [24]. The noise segments were chosen randomly from the longer noise signals.

\(^1\)available here: http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/1994

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIR Database</th>
<th>Room setting</th>
<th>$T60_1$ (ms.)</th>
<th>$T60_2$ (ms.)</th>
<th>$T60$ (ms.)</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>Small room</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>Medium room</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>Medium room</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRD [28]</td>
<td>Office 1</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE [29]</td>
<td>Office 2</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE [29]</td>
<td>Meeting room 1</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRD [28]</td>
<td>Large room</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE [29]</td>
<td>Lecture room 1</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE [29]</td>
<td>Building lobby</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For training, we used ten different noise types: eight noise recordings from the Demand database and two artificially generated noises (speech-shaped noise and babble noise). We created the speech-shaped noise from white noise by filtering it with a filter whose frequency response matched that of the long term average spectrum of a male speaker. We created the babble noise by adding recordings from six speakers of the VCTK corpus (not used either for training or testing). The eight noise recordings chosen for training were: kitchen, meeting room, office cafeteria, restaurant, subway, car, metro and traffic. Each of these noises were added to the speech signal at four different signal-to-noise (SNR) values: 15 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB. In total there were 40 different noisy conditions (ten noises x four SNRs). This meant that per speaker we had around ten different sentences in each condition.

For testing, we used five other noise recordings from the Demand database: living room, office, bus, street cafe and a public square. We used four slightly higher SNR values than the ones used for training: 17.5 dB, 12.5 dB, 7.5 dB and 2.5 dB. This resulted in 20 different noisy conditions (five noises x four SNRs), which meant that per speaker we had around 20 different sentences in each condition.

To create these mismatched test set conditions, we used slightly higher SNR values (or conversely slightly lower for training) because we wanted to train using the worst case scenario but evaluate in practical SNR values. We do not expect these models to enhance material recorded at negative SNRs (note that our application is creating voices for TTS systems) and we believe it is more beneficial to train using more challenging data (lower SNRs), in case recording quality is worse than expected.

The noisy speech database as well as the silence trimmed clean speech set created for this work is permanently available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/2117

C. Reverberation

In order to recreate the reverberation effect we convolved this material with a variety of single channel room impulse
responses (RIR) derived from publicly available databases. In order to cover a variety of reverberation levels and room settings we used RIR from three different databases: the MARDY database [30], the MIRD database [28] and the ACE Challenge database [29]. Each of these databases provides RIRs recorded with microphones placed in at least two different locations given a certain room configuration. The documentation of the MIRD and MYRC database describe that microphone position is either one or two meters away from the source (loudspeaker), while the ACE database documentation does not report what the two different positions reflect. All RIR signals were downsampled to 48 kHz to match the sampling frequency of the speech signal.

To choose the different conditions we computed the T60 values for each room and microphone position using the tool provided in [28]. T60 is a measure for the reverberation time. It quantifies how long it takes for the impulse sound level to decrease 60 dB. Table I shows the T60 for each microphone position and the average per room. The table also shows the conditions we choose for training and testing.

To compose the training set we selected seven different rooms: the medium size room of MIRD, the Office 1, Office 2, Meeting Room 1, Lecture Room 1 and Building Lobby rooms of ACE, and the reflective room settings of MARDY. To account for environments with less reverberation we generated two artificial rooms using the tool from [31]. The room settings used to create the artificial RIRs were: a three by three meters room with a T60 of 130 ms (small room) and a five by four meters room with a T60 of 250 ms (medium size room). Both rooms were of six meters high.

To compose the test set we selected the following three room environments: the small and large rooms from the MIRD database and the Meeting Room 2 from the ACE database. In total there were 18 conditions used for training (two microphone positions x seven real rooms + two artificial rooms) and six for testing (two positions x three real rooms). Note that the test conditions were chosen to reflect small (152 ms), medium (372 ms) and large (572 ms) levels of reverberation. The reverberant speech data created for this work is permanently available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/2139

D. Additive noise and reverberation

To create the noisy reverberant speech training set we selected five out of the ten rooms that were used to create the reverberant database and all the ten noise types and four SNRs that were used to create the noisy database. The rooms selected were: small room from the artificial database, medium room from the MIRD database, and office 1, meeting room 1, lecture room 1 from the ACE database. This meant that there were in total 200 (five rooms x ten noises x four SNRs) conditions covered, which in practice means that there were around two sentences per speaker and condition. To create the test set the same two speakers used previously were selected and the same test set noise types, SNRs and rooms used. This resulted in 60 (three rooms x five noises x four SNRs) conditions, which means that around six sentences per speaker matched one of this conditions.

Following a similar procedure as in [21], the noisy and reverberant speech was created as follows:

\[ y = x * h_1 + \alpha(n * h_2) \]

where \( x \) and \( n \) refer to the clean speech and the noise waveform respectively, \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) refer to the room impulse response recorded using microphone position 1 and 2, * stands for the convolution operator and \( \alpha \) is calculated according to the desired SNR of the condition. Microphone position 1 is the one closer to the loudspeaker as we would expect that the speech source is closer to the microphone than the background noise.

The noisy and reverberant speech database is permanently available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/2139

IV. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT

A. Baselines

As the baseline noise suppression method we adopted the method described in [32]. This method uses the optimally-modified log-spectral amplitude speech estimator (OMLSA) and the minima controlled recursive averaging noise estimator as proposed in [33]. This method can be classified as a statistical model-based method. It might be consider a weaker baseline but it has been used as a comparison point for other neural network based speech enhancement studies [6] and it is freely available from the authors website.

As a baseline dereverberation method we used the freely available dereverberation algorithm of the open source tool Postfish [34]. The Postfish dereverberation tool compresses decaying segments of the speech signal to attenuate the effect of reverberation while keeping the attack segments intact. Despite its simplicity it has been successfully applied in the past to pre-process data for the purpose of TTS training [3]. In this work we used a smoothing setting of 40 ms and a release of 400 ms as used in [3].

B. RNN-based speech enhancement

To train the speech enhancement neural network we extracted MCEP-DFT features using a hammering window of 16 ms and a 4 ms shift. From each windowed speech frame we extracted a DFT of 1024 size and from its magnitude value we extracted 87 Mel cepstral coefficients, which we refer here as MCEP-DFT features. We chose this value as it matches the overall number of parameters extracted using the STRAIGHT vocoder, a comparison point for our feature experiments with additive noise. The input of the network is the frame level MCEP-DFT extracted from the lower quality speech signal and the target output is the MCEP-DFT extracted from the underlying clean speech signal of that particular frame. A different network was trained with only the noisy data (RNN-N), the reverberant data (RNN-R) and the noisy and reverberant data (RNN-NR).

The network architecture in this work is fixed to two feed-forward layers of 512 logistic units (located closest to the input) and two layers containing 256 bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) units (closest to the output). To train the networks we used as cost function the sum of square errors taken
across all acoustic dimensions. We trained the models using the stochastic gradient descent method and following the hyperparameter choices in [8]: learning rate of $2.0 \times 10^{-5}$ and momentum of zero. We used the CURRENNT tool [35] to train the models with a TESLA K40 GPU board.

C. Phase estimation for RNN-based speech enhancement

We observed that reconstructing speech using the phase spectrum from reverberant speech generated considerable audible artifacts. The reverberation effect affects the phase spectrum more than additive noise because of the convolution operation. This means that the inconsistency between the enhanced magnitude spectrum and the reverberant phase spectrum can be large. To alleviate this effect, rather than using the phase spectrum from the reverberant speech we estimated a more appropriate phase spectrum using the method referred in [36] as the modified update, based on the Griffin-Lim algorithm [37]. In this method the phase spectrum is updated iteratively with the phase of the Fourier transform of the inverse transform of the complex signal.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the normalized inconsistency measure (as defined in [36]) when estimating the clean phase spectrum from enhanced reverberant speech (blue curve) and from enhanced noisy reverberant speech (red and green curves). The red curve refers to the case when the magnitude spectrum has been enhanced by the neural network trained only with reverberant speech (RNN-R) while the green curve is the case when it has been enhanced by the RNN trained only with noisy and reverberant data (RNN-NR). We can see that, for these three cases, inconsistency drops steadily. The iterative procedure was not used for data enhanced using the RNN-N network as it was not as effective. We believe that happened because the inconsistency between enhanced magnitude and noisy reverberant phase spectrum is smaller when the enhancement does not remove the reverberation effect from the magnitude spectrum.

V. TEXT-TO-SPEECH

A. Acoustic feature extraction

To train the text-to-speech acoustic model we extracted vocoder-type features using STRAIGHT [22], [38]: 60 Mel cepstral coefficients (MCEP) coefficients, 25 band aperiodicities (BAP) components. We extracted fundamental frequency ($F_0$) and voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) information using SPTK [39] $F_0$ extraction routine with the RAPT’s extraction method option [40].

All acoustic features were extracted using a sliding window of 5 ms shift. MCEP features were calculated from STRAIGHT’s smooth spectrum that was extracted using two pitch-adaptive window functions. The shape of these two windows are designed in order to smooth peaks and valleys respectively [38]. The BAP features were extracted using one of these windows, following the procedure described in [38]. $F_0$ feature was extracted using a Hanning window [40].

B. Acoustic model training

It is possible to improve the quality of HMM-based TTS voices trained with noisy speech using adaptation techniques [2], [41], [42]. For this purpose the clean speech of other speakers is used to train a model and this model is adapted to the target speaker’s noisy speech data.

There have been various studies on the noise robustness of the different HMM-based adaptation techniques for TTS, e.g. the CSMAPLR (constrained structural maximum a posteriori linear regression) method [2], [41], the EMLLR (eigenspace-based maximum likelihood linear regression) method [2] and the CAT (cluster adaptive training) method [42]. CAT and EMLLR are similar techniques as they project the adaptation data into a linear space trained on clean data. While the authors in [42] found that CAT is better than CSMAPLR, in terms of perceived quality, authors in [2] found that CSMAPLR is superior to EMLLR.

We trained two types of HMM-based models. A speaker dependent one, trained only with data of the target speaker (around 400 sentences), and a speaker adapted one. As there is no publicly available implementation of CAT, we decided to use CSMAPLR for our experiments. To train the adapted model we adopted a two stage adaptation, a CSMAPLR stage followed by a maximum a posteriori (MAP) update (CSMAPLR-MAP) [41], [43]. The model used for adaptation was trained with data of an English female speaker [41], [44], chosen as it produced higher likelihood when adapting with the clean test data. For both adapted and speaker dependent models, static frame level MCEP, BAP and Mel scale $F_0$ as well as delta and delta-deltas were used as observation vectors. We used the maximum likelihood parameter generation algorithm [45] considering global variance [10] to generate acoustic trajectories using these models from text.

In order to check if adaptation is beneficial for our own data (higher sampling frequency, different types of additive noise and speakers) we performed a preference test (8 native English speakers evaluated 48 pairs of sentences each). We found that listeners significantly preferred the speaker adapted to the speaker dependent voice, for the case that the voice is trained with noisy data and speech enhanced using the RNN-N model. The only exception was the enhanced adapted male voice that was preferred over the speaker dependent alternative but not significantly. These results were obtained using 95%
As listeners preferred the adapted voices, adaptation was always used for the remainder of this work.

VI. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF SPEECH ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES

In this section we present objective results for the enhanced natural speech data.

We do not report objective metrics for the synthetic speech as there is no reliable and agreed upon metric to evaluate TTS voices. The lack of a natural speech reference with the same duration structure and the great variety of distortions that are potentially introduced by TTS systems are a few of the challenges that researchers face when trying to create such metrics. The work presented in [46] shows that it is possible to learn a reliable metric when an extensive amount of subjective ratings of a specific TTS engine are available, which it is not a realistic scenario.

A. Objective measures

We present two types of distortion measures: vocoder parameter distortions and intelligibility/quality measures. All measures are calculated using the clean speech as the reference.

The first type of measures serves as an indication of the errors that the vocoder makes when extracting parameters from natural speech that is not ‘clean’. The distortion measures we calculated are the MCEP distortion (in dB), the BAP distortion (in dB), the F0 distortion (in Hz) calculated over voiced frames and the V/UV distortion (in %) calculated over the entire utterance. For comparison we also calculated the distortion of the MCEP-DFT parameters. Each measure is calculated at a frame level across all utterances of each test speaker (female/male) and then averaged across frames. For all these measures a lower score indicates better results.

Besides the feature level distortion measures we also present two measures that are commonly reported in speech enhancement studies: the STOI and the PESQ. The Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (STOI) [47] is an objective intelligibility measure claimed to correlate especially well with listeners scores for conditions where noisy speech is processed by a noise suppression algorithm [47]. The measure is the linear correlation coefficient between a time-frequency (T-F) representation of clean and a normalized T-F representation of noisy speech.
speech averaged over time frames. The T-F representation is obtained by: one-third octave band analysis of windowed time frames of 25.6 ms with 50% overlap. STOI values are always between zero and one. The Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [48] was designed as a measure for predicting the quality of speech signals transmitted over telephone lines and it became an ITU standard for evaluating telecommunication networks in 2000. The measure is the difference between the loudness spectra of clean and noisy speech averaged over time and frequency and then mapped into a zero to five scale to match the mean opinion score scale. For both STOI and PESQ, higher scores represent better results.

B. Additive noise results

In this subsection we compare the unmodified noisy speech against the OMLSA baseline and two types of RNN-based enhancement methods. The first type, the RNN-N method, uses a model trained with magnitude spectrum derived features (MCEP-DFT). The model used for the second method, the RNN-N (V), is trained with the features that are used to train the TTS acoustic model (MCEP, BAP and F0). The output of this method can therefore be transferred directly to the TTS acoustic module, while the output of the first method needs to be synthesized to a waveform and then further analysed, as shown in Figure 1. RNN-N (V) offers a clear advantage over RNN-N, however the task of learning how to enhance multiple acoustic streams might be more challenging.

1) Matched conditions: Table II shows values of relative improvement (in percent) with regards to unprocessed noisy speech in different test conditions. The test conditions were:

a) matched (same noise and SNRs as used in training), partially mismatched (same noises but different SNRs) and mismatched (different noises and different SNRs).

b) The final condition is the one we described as our normal test set in the Section III.

The SNR values used for the partially mismatched conditions are the same used for the mismatched one.

We can observe, as expected, that the best performance occurs when both noise type and SNR values used for testing are the same as the ones used for training (around 60% MCEP improvement for both RNN-N (V) and RNN-N). There is a decrease in performance when the test and training conditions do not match, as can be observed by the drop in MCEP and particularly F0 improvements for the male voice. The mismatched SNR and particularly mismatched noise type had the effect of increasing F0 extraction errors for the RNN-N (V) model. For the model trained using MCEP-DFT features (RNN-N) the mismatched condition did not affect vocoder extraction performance as much.

2) Mismatched condition: Table III shows the distortion values calculated from noisy speech (NOISY), resynthesised clean speech (CLEAN*), resynthesised noisy speech (NOISY*), and speech enhanced by the enhancement methods OMLSA, RNN-N (V) and RNN-N. The resynthesised entries refer to speech data that has been analysed and reconstructed using the STFT settings used to extract MCEP-DFT. The motivation to include these baselines is to observe the errors introduced by this process.

We can see that vocoder distortion is relatively small (less than 2 dB of MCEP distortion) when the STFT analysis and synthesis process is applied to the clean waveform (CLEAN*). Distortion values are in general the same for noisy and resynthesised noisy speech (compare NOISY* and NOISY values). These seem to indicate that the MCEP-DFT extraction process, that is necessary for the speech enhancement framework we propose here, does not greatly affect feature extraction for acoustic model training.

In terms of enhancement methods, the results in Table III show that the RNN-based methods decrease errors substantially more when compared to OMLSA. RNN-N (V) obtained lower MCEP and BAP distortion but higher VU/V and F0 errors. In fact only RNN-N was the only enhancement method able to decrease the F0 errors of the male data, even though F0 is not directly enhanced in this method. MCEP-DFT distortion decreases from 9.87/10.48 dB to 4.94/5.38 dB (female/male) when MCEP-DFT is enhanced using an RNN (RNN-N).

A slightly bigger drop is observed when enhancing MCEP features directly in terms of MCEP distortion: 9.86/10.68 dB (NOISY) to 4.59/5.05 dB (RNN-N (V)). STOI and PESQ scores seem to indicate that the best enhancement method is the RNN-N followed by OMLSA and RNN-N (V). Note that RNN-N (V) obtained STOI and PESQ scores that are lower than the unmodified NOISY data even though the distortion based measures are smaller. We believe this could be a limitation of PESQ and STOI as these metrics have not been proposed with these kind of data in mind (speech enhanced with a model that modifies acoustic features like pitch and aperiodicity).

C. Reverberation results

Table IV shows the distortion measures calculated for the female / male reverberant speech (REVERB) and for speech that has been enhanced using different enhancement methods (Postfish, RNN-R-r and RNN-R). Both RNN-R and RNN-R-r methods are based on RNN trained using the reverberant database. The RNN-R-r and RNN-R methods differ on the fact that for the RNN-R case we applied the phase estimation iterative method described in Section IV-C, while for RNN-R-r phase is directly derived from the reverberant data.

Although the noisy and the reverberant test sets are not necessarily directly comparable, we can observe that reverberation seems to affect VU/V extraction and the F0 extraction to a greater extend, while MCEP distortion is only slightly higher.

Enhancement using the reference dereverberation method Postfish is relatively poor, with MCEP and VU/V distortion above still 10 dB and 13%. The RNN-based enhancement methods RNN-R-r and RNN-R, obtained the lowest distortions across all acoustic features except F0 error for the female speaker. Estimating the phase spectrum rather then directly using the reverberated spectrum seems to improve MCEP and VU/V results as well as F0 errors for the male speaker. The MCEP-DFT relative improvement observed for RNN-R is comparable to the improvement obtained by RNN-N with the noisy database, i.e. almost halving the error. Both STOI
and PESQ seem to indicate that the best enhancement method is the RNN-R followed by RNN-R-r and Postfish.

D. Additive noise and reverberation results

Table V presents the distortion measures for noisy reverberant speech (NOISYREVERB) and noisy reverberant speech that has been enhanced: OMLSA, POSTFISH, RNN-N, RNN-R and RNN-NR. RNN-NR method is based on RNN trained using the noisy reverberant database.

We can see that overall distortion measures increase highly when both reverberation and additive noise are present, affecting both MCEP, voicing decision errors and F0 extraction greatly.

Postfish and OMLSA enhancement had little positive impact on these measures: voicing decision errors still remain high above 21% and MCEP distortion does not decrease more than 14 dB. We believe these results are expected because these methods were specially designed to deal with data that is corrupted by only one specific type of distortion (either additive or convolutional). Postfish is based on the idea that the main distortion effect is temporal smearing and OMLSA operates with a noise estimator that expects noise to be additive only. The RNN-N and RNN-R methods however are data-driven and do not assume any particular distortion model. The RNN trained with additive noise was able to reduce this number to about 11 dB, while RNN-R performed relatively worse with MCEP distortions about 14 dB. Enhancement using the network trained with matched conditions (RNN-NR) caused fewer extraction errors overall. MCEP-DFT and MCEP distortion is around 9 dB (again we see that RNN-based enhancement halved MCEP-DFT errors). More interestingly we can see that voiced/unvoiced errors heavily decreased to less than 8.75% and 10.66% for the female and male voice and that F0 extraction errors also decreased greatly for both voices. STOI and PESQ scores indicate that the best enhancement method is the RNN-NR. The noise suppression method RNN-N obtained lower STOI scores (intelligibility indicator) than the dereverberation method RNN-R but higher PESQ scores (quality indicator). A similar pattern is seen when comparing the noise suppression method OMLSA to the dereverberation method Postfish.

VII. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

In this section we present results of three separate listening tests performed to evaluate with noisy, reverberant and noisy reverberant data.

A. Listening test design

We performed three MUSHRA-style [49] listening tests. We asked listeners to rate overall quality considering both speech and the background, as some of samples contained noise. Listeners were presented a sequence of screens. In each screen they could play the audio produced from different systems for the same sentence material. Listeners were asked to rate these systems against each other on a scale from 0-100 using the sliders on the screen. The test had 30 screens, the first half contained the variants of the male voice, and the second, the female speaker. In each half the first screen was used to train the participant with the task and the remaining 14 contained samples of vocoded (first seven screens) and synthetic speech (last seven screens). Clean natural speech was included in each screen so that participants would have a reference for good quality and to check if participants did go through the material and score it as 100 as instructed. Across six participants, for the same speech type (vocoded versus synthetic), 42 different sentences were used. For the vocoded speech we used a a subset of the sentences available from the test set while the sentences used for text-to-speech synthesis were the Harvard sentences [50]. We recruited 24 native English speakers for each test.

B. Subjective measures

We present results in boxplots of the rank order and in tables in terms of raw scores. The rank results are obtained per screen and per listener. The boxplots solid and dashed lines refer to the median and mean values of each distribution. To check if differences in rank order were significantly different we used a Mann-Whitney U test, at a p-value of 0.01, and with a Holm Bonferroni correction due to the large number of pairs to compare. In each boxplot pairs we draw horizontal straight lines connecting pairs of conditions that were not found to be significantly different from each other. We present tables with the raw scores given to each voice to give an illustration of the absolute score given to each system. The raw scores are calculated per screen and per listener. We believe that the rank values are a better indication of the ordering of the systems because the rank values are less corrupted by participants preferences on how to utilize the 0-100 range.

C. Additive noise results

We compared five conditions of vocoded and synthetic speech: clean speech (CLEAN), noisy speech (NOISY) and speech enhanced by three methods: OMLSA, RNN-N (V), RNN-N. As mentioned in the previous section, the RNN-N (V) method uses a model trained with TTS-vocoder parameters that include magnitude spectrum, aperiodicity measures and F0, while the RNN-N is trained with magnitude spectrum only features. The advantage of using the RNN-N (V) method is that the enhanced features can be directly used by the TTS module, without the need for waveform reconstruction and further acoustic feature analysis.

To create vocoded speech of OMLSA and RNN-N conditions, we analysed and resynthesised with STRAIGHT the speech waveform enhanced by each of these methods. To create vocoded speech for the RNN-N (V) condition, we synthesised the enhanced parameters using STRAIGHT.

The boxplot of rank order for the female (top) and the male (bottom) voice of vocoded (left) and synthetic (right) speech is presented in Figure 3. Table VI presents the raw scores given to each voice (from the scale of 0-100) averaged across listeners and sentences.

As expected, natural clean speech (NATURAL) ranked highest and NOISY lowest for all voices. The order of preference (in terms of median rank values) for speech enhancement
methods is the same in all cases: OMLSA, followed by RNN-N (V) and RNN-N. The gap between RNN-N enhanced speech and CLEAN speech is smaller for the synthetic speech style than for the vocoded speech. The synthetic voice trained with RNN-N enhanced speech data was not found to be significantly different than the voice trained with clean speech for both voices. In contrast to what PESQ and STOI predicted (see Table III), the samples from RNN-N (V) were rated superior to noisy speech.

The gap between clean and noisy conditions is smaller for the synthetic voices, which can indicate that adaptation removed some of the noise of the data. The benefit of RNN-based methods is seen for all cases. The OMLSA method improvements seems to decrease after TTS acoustic model training. The absolute scores given to the noisy condition are at least 1.3 times lower than the ones given to clean voices.

### D. Reverberation results

Participants rated five conditions: clean speech (CLEAN), reverberant speech (REVERB) and speech enhanced by Postfish (POSTFISH), and the RNN-based methods: RNN-R-r and RNN-R, as described in Section V-B. Vocoder and synthetic speech of each condition was evaluated. Figure 4 shows the rank order boxplot for the female (top) and the male (bottom) voice of vocoded (left) and synthetic (right) speech. Table VII presents the raw scores given to each voice averaged across listeners and sentences.

As expected, natural clean speech (NATURAL) ranked highest and reverberated speech lowest for all cases. The order of increasing preference for all cases is: POSTFISH, followed by RNN-R-r and RNN-R. The rank difference between RNN-R enhanced speech and clean speech is smaller for the synthetic speech style than for the vocoded speech, but still remains a significant difference. The RNN-based methods improves listeners preferences of both vocoded and synthetic speech, while the POSTFISH method improvements seems smaller after TTS acoustic model training, which was also observed for the OMLSA method with additive noise. The raw scores given to the reverberant conditions are at least two times lower than the scores of the clean voices. The difference between clean and reverberant speech seems for vocoded and synthetic speech is very similar, which could indicate that acoustic model training via adaptation does not alter the reverberation effect substantially.

### E. Additive noise and reverberation results

Listeners rated five conditions: clean speech (CLEAN), noisy reverberant speech (NOISYREVERB) and speech enhanced by the three RNNs: RNN-N, RNN-R, RNN-NR. We did not include any other baseline in this evaluation because

---

**TABLE VI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CLEAN</th>
<th>NOISY</th>
<th>OMLSA</th>
<th>RNN-N (V)</th>
<th>RNN-N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female - Vocoder</td>
<td>66.59</td>
<td>35.46</td>
<td>47.33</td>
<td>47.17</td>
<td>59.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male - Vocoder</td>
<td>68.02</td>
<td>33.75</td>
<td>43.61</td>
<td>51.50</td>
<td>54.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female - Synthetic</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>17.89</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>22.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male - Synthetic</td>
<td>27.54</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>26.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 3.** Noisy data evaluation: rank order values for vocoded (left) and synthetic (right) speech of female (top) and male (bottom).
TABLE VII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CLEAN</th>
<th>REVERB</th>
<th>POSTFISH</th>
<th>RNN-R-r</th>
<th>RNN-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female - V ocoded</td>
<td>75.81</td>
<td>35.49</td>
<td>40.06</td>
<td>45.88</td>
<td>51.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male - V ocoded</td>
<td>71.15</td>
<td>30.83</td>
<td>33.68</td>
<td>39.87</td>
<td>40.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female - Synthetic</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>19.25</td>
<td>21.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male - Synthetic</td>
<td>30.59</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>14.97</td>
<td>20.33</td>
<td>24.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

their results were too poor in informal listening tests and objective measures.

Figure 5 shows the rank order boxplot for the female (top) and the male (bottom) voices of vocoded (left) and synthetic (right) speech. Table VIII presents the raw scores obtained by each voice averaged across listeners and sentences.

Clean speech ranked highest and noisy reverberant speech lowest in all conditions. The best results were obtained by the network trained with both noisy and reverberant data (RNN-NR) and the improvements were higher for the synthetic and the female voices. Interestingly, dereverberated noisy synthetic speech (RNN-R) ranked higher than noise suppressed reverberant synthetic speech (RNN-N) even though the preference on the vocoded speech level was the opposite. This could indicate that the HMM adaptation process is more robust to noise than to reverberation. The absolute scores given to the noisy reverberant condition are at least four times lower than the ones given to clean voices.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS

In this section we revisit the more interesting results presented here with regards to the speech enhancement framework (acoustic feature space and phase estimation) and to distortion conditions (additive noise and reverberation). Additionally, we contextualize our work in view of current trends of speech enhancement and text-to-speech.

A. Speech enhancement framework

From the noise only experiments we found that the reconstruction process required by the proposed speech enhancement framework does not negatively impact the extraction of TTS acoustic features using STRAIGHT. In terms of Mel cepstral distortion measures, enhancing the TTS acoustic features directly, without the need for waveform reconstruction, seems to be the better option. However, in terms of objective intelligibility and quality measures, as well as subjective listeners scores, the proposed framework achieved better results. We also observed that voiced/unvoiced and fundamental frequency related errors are smaller when the enhancement is done over the magnitude spectrum even though these features are not directly enhanced. In an unified framework where enhancement and acoustic model training are optimized together, operating on the same acoustic feature might not be ideal.

We observed from the reverberation experiments that phase estimation improves most objective measures although results with synthetic speech were not significantly better. This seems to indicate that the artifacts caused by incorrect phase information were not captured by the TTS acoustic model.

B. Effect of different distortions

For additive noise the synthetic voice trained with speech data enhanced by the proposed method was ranked as high as
the voice trained with clean data. In most realistic situations noise and reverberation coexist. When both noise and reverberation are present, the RNN-based enhancement significantly improved the quality of both vocoded and synthetic voices, but the clean voice was still significantly better than the enhanced version. This happened even thought the network was also trained with relatively matching conditions (data corrupted by noise and reverberation) and with similar amount of data.

We observed, for the additive noise case, that enhancement results can be improved if the RNN model is trained with the speech data corrupted with the exact noise type and level that is present in the data that needs enhancing. This motivates the use, at run time, of modules that estimate SNR and noise characteristics so that a model trained with matched conditions can be applied. Another way to improve performance to unseen and more challenging scenarios (distortion type and speakers) would be to append speaker and environment information as additional input of the network, in order to facilitate learning. At enhancement time this information would be estimated from the distorted signal. Noise aware training has been shown to improve neural network based enhancement for larger and challenging datasets [6].

When comparing listeners results across the different distortion types (additive noise, reverberation) we can also make a few interesting observations. While additive noise decreases the segmental quality of vocoded and synthetic speech, reverberation tends to decrease intelligibility as well. When both distortions are present the resulting voice is not only of a lower quality but also often unintelligible. Listeners rated the noisy reverberant condition with scores at least four times lower than the clean condition, while individually the reverberant and noisy condition were rated 2 and 1.2 times worse than the clean condition respectively. Although we did not perform intelligibility tests, informal listening indicates that noisy reverberant speech enhanced with the RNN-R, i.e. reverberated noisy speech, sounds clearer and more intelligible, while the speech enhanced with the network trained with noisy data (RNN-N), i.e. noise suppressed reverberant speech, sounds less noisy but at times unintelligible. Samples of clean, distorted and enhanced vocoded and synthetic speech are available at: http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/cvbotinh/se/

In all our experiments the distortion was artificially created by either adding noise that has been previously recorded or convolving speech with an impulse response recorded in a different room. This artificial scenario, although far from realistic, is useful because it allows us to create larger datasets for training the enhancement module. However, the performance of a system trained with artificially created noises can decrease substantially due to mismatched conditions if tested with real recordings of speech. In a more realistic situation we would not have access to the clean speech required for such parallel
sets. In such cases, other training frameworks where parallel data is not necessary have to be exploited.

C. Our work in context

Since the conclusion of our experiments other more advanced neural-network based denoising techniques have been proposed, such as generative adversarial networks [51], Wavenet-style based systems [52], [53] and convolutional neural networks [54], [55]. The latter showing improvements upon RNN based methods [56] in terms of PESQ and STOI scores. For noise suppression and dereverberation, authors in [56] proposed to use an RNN to estimate the power spectral density (PSD) prior to prediction filter estimation and inverse filtering, showing ASR improvements compared to the baseline method that iteratively calculated PSD on the enhanced speech signal. None of these techniques have been evaluated in terms of how well they can improve TTS quality. Directly enhancing and synthesizing the raw waveform could be a way to avoid vocoder errors that appear when extracting features from distorted data. Using more complex models should also improve results for the more realistic scenario where speech and noise are not strictly uncorrelated and where the distortion have a longer temporal effect.

In this work we have not tried to enhance phase derived features and up to the conclusion of this work we were not aware of any published study on this subject. Noise suppression studies tend to focus on modifying the magnitude spectrum alone as it is mostly accepted that additive noise does not corrupt the phase enough to create audible artifacts. Speech enhancement is often also seen as a front end for an automatic speech recognition engine, which tends to not require perfect phase information. Phase distortions caused by additive noise are perceptually relevant to humans [57]. Modelling the phase spectrum is however not an easy task.

As opposed to the magnitude spectrum, the phase spectrum, if not properly extracted and unwrapped, does not present a clear continuous structure, even during voiced segments, as illustrated in [58]. One relevant work in this direction is the one recently published by [54], where the real and imaginary parts of the noisy spectrogram are mapped to that of the spectrogram of the clean signal using convolutional neural networks. Although authors obtained better objective results when compared to enhancing the magnitude spectrum in isolation (and using the noisy phase spectrum for reconstruction), they do not compare this with other phase reconstruction techniques such as the Griffin-Lim algorithm.

Finally, all experiments described in this work are on HMM-based speech synthesis and the adaptation techniques developed for that. For HMM-based speech synthesis model adaptation using a model trained with clean speech can be a way to improve noise robustness, as shown in this paper and in others cited here. Up to the submission of this work we are not aware of any work regarding the effect of noise and or reverberation on DNN-based speech synthesis and DNN adaptation techniques. Our own preliminary experiments indicate that both noise and reverberation have a significant impact on the quality of DNN-based TTS voices, but further experiments are still on going.

IX. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed the use of recurrent neural network to remove additive noise and reverberation of speech material used for training a text-to-speech system. We presented a series of objective and subjective evaluations on the quality of vocoded and synthetic speech created from clean (studio recordings), distorted (noisy and/or reverberated recordings) and speech that has been enhanced using recurrent neural networks. To train the network we extracted the magnitude Fourier transform of clean and distorted speech and use it as target and input of the network respectively. The network is trained with a variety of noise types and levels as well as reverberation effects caused by a range of impulse responses derived from different rooms and microphone positions. We found that synthetic speech quality can be significantly improved by simply improving the quality of the recordings used for training the voices. The most challenging scenario, where both additive noise and reverberation are present, was judged worst by listeners. However, enhancement was still significantly beneficial.
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